Hello my name is Arjan van den Broek
Welcome to my presentation about Eddy
The educational robot
Hi! I’m Eddy
I am your teacher for today
This is a lesson about counting, dividing and multiply.
45 plus 55 =

Who knows the right answer???
1,3 x 20 =

Who knows the right answer??
490 : 7 =

Who knows the right answer???
Let's start a quiz about numbers!
What are the first three numbers of PI $\pi$?
I cycled 21 miles yesterday and 18 miles today. How far did I cycle altogether?
Arjan’s birthday is June 26th. My birthday is exactly one week later. When is my birthday?

https://youtu.be/pp0Fsy1G5ts
A restaurant bill comes to €80,00. Four people split the bill equally, after adding a 1 euro tip each person. How much should each person pay?
The fuel gauge in my car shows half full. A full tank is 60 litres. If fuel costs €1.50 per litre, how much should I pay to fill the tank?
Lets sing a song about numbers

https://youtu.be/ZPMRA4yFeeM?t=48
Thank you for your attention. Are there any questions?